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Hello! Welcome to the CMX public notes!
Welcome to the CMX collective note-taking document!

Simply take the notes you already would privately, AND automatically get access to the notes of your
fellow attendees at CMX Thrive Summit! Your contributions will enrich countless other people’s
takeaways from CMX, while delivering the incredible value you otherwise would have missed.

Contributing to this Google Doc
Please take your notes as you normally would. Collectively, this document will organize multiple
people’s unique takeaways with your own, and together we’ll  neatly capture all of our wonderful
speaker’s and attendees' awesomeness across both physical and virtual sessions!

This is a shared note-taking document!
That means that everyone has the freedom to add as much information as you’d like and walk away
with everyone’s information at the end!  Bear in mind that this won’t work without your willingness to
take notes yourself so please be sure to contribute when possible!

Use the comments window after highlighting text in order to add meta-commentary to ask for more
information, elaborate on something yourself, or let us know what you’re thinking!

Use the “chat” function in the top right to discuss the notes
with other users in the room! You can also click on any
user’s badge to navigate to their place in the doc.

Contact The Maintainer

This google doc is being maintained
by Samantha Venia Logan.

If you have questions or suggestions on
improving the doc please leave a comment
here and tag soSamantha Venia Logan
I’m notified!

You can also email her at
Venia@SociallyConstructed.Online

Her website:
SociallyConstructed.Online
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C/P This Session Template

Session title - Speaker Name

Section title for the individual talk

Content however you’d like to organize it!
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Keynote - Derek Anderson

The ROI of community is rooted in building belonging
We are in community together. I am happy to build this industry with you all. Welcome to CMX
Summit.

Savannah Peterson - MC
The Maker Faire community was one of the biggest locations for the building of community in San
Francisco, almost a decade ago. It was back when no one knew what it was like to be a community
manager. The theme of this conference is a reflection on that time just as much as it is a discussion of
the future.

This conference is about the rise of the community builder.

Jess Hobbs - Burning Man resident artist and Smithsonian featured artist
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Priya Parker - Fireside chat with author of the art of gathering

How did you come into community?
Priya speaks about her upbringing by Indian mom and English dad.
Worlds apart. Jokes about it not being hard to guess how she got
into the world of conflict resolution. Biggest influence was Hans
Anders (?)
Ask your neighbour - what was your first community?

Community is something that is made, created.

What is the biggest thing you learned from art of gathering?
None of them had a specific form in their head from the get-go of
the thing they were planning to make.  Their focus was simply finding
a place where they could put things together, and then asking what the gap was between where we
are now, and where we as a collective could be.

Defining a gathering:
Any time 3 or more people come together for a purpose with a beginning, middle, and end. There
must be an end though. It has to have a finite amount of time where people are collectively focused.
Communities have gatherings and gatherings can create a sense of community but you can be with
people and feel incredibly alone.

Building a Gathering
Give it a name. “Worn out moms puttinany (sp?)” Hootenanny
Then give it a rule. “If you talk about kids, you have to drink a shot.”
Then set limits. “10-12 people, and 2 hours long”
Pretty much it.

Where were you when you realized that the pandemic was
going to be a thing?

Priya is reminding me SO MUCH of Zeynep Tufecki.

I feel like the power of gathering brings in a lot of the same
conclusions as Zeynep’s book about the power and limitations of
social media to produce both temporary and permanent
meetings.

“How many of us have been invited to a zoom wedding? Twitter
has changed so many ways of how we meet online. I can have
people within my area still zoom in.”
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What kind of mistakes do we make when we gather? Both in person and virtually?
At some level the more confident we are, we keep assuming that the purpose of a gathering is
obvious and shared. We have to make certain that the purpose of the gathering is always shared with
every message. We have too many assumptions about what needs to be shared or what it needs to
look like.

Another issue we have that more ties with virtual is that we try to pretend that different kinds of
gathering include the same skills which is very incorrect. In fact, there are 3 separate skill sets in
hybrid events - physical, virtual, and hybrid connections.

When you connect the virtual and in person experience, that's how you hybridize an event.

What was one hugely amazing gathering that knocked your socks off?

Okay this is going to be weird but a virgo party. There was a huge connection of people in which they
had a bunch of ice breakers about their house and pulling content and information. There were some
biggest thing you created” and at the end they included a voting system for biggest loser instead of
winner and there was a sense of camaraderie in an online space. It was incredible.

About the speaker:
Priya Parker
Get a special free guide on my site called the new rules of gathering!
Text the word gather to 66866 to access the newsletter and digital course.
Instagram: @PriayParker
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Why Community Needs to be at the Heart of your Customer
Success strategy - Kenneth Refsgaard

Why Community Needs to be at the Heart of your Customer Success strategy (and how to
get it there!)

Content however you’d like to organize it!

Engagement health markers: % of customers engaged in the community on a
monthly basis

5 things for new community managers
1. Talk to other managers
2. Look at a lot of communities
3. Learn about the discipline
4. Deepen knowledge ex., mgmt  - analysis
5. Have fun
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Interview with Kobie Fuller / Derek Anderson

Scaling with Community-led growth
Only 7% of posts on Instagram get seen; creating a Community allows you to own your own audience
and get more eyes on desired content.

How would you pitch moving social/ad spend to Community investment to a CMO?
Focus on ability to increase engagement with a desired audience. Translate MQL/SQL (etc)  language
(that C-suite is already investing in) into a community perspective they can grasp and get behind.
Smart leaders will get behind it financially. It’s not just about brand-building.

Paint a picture of the potential audience in the future, that would be possible with X investment
financially.

Growth is not an objective unto itself any more. There needs to be a reason for it and a plan behind it.
Using the right language for the audience in question is key.
ortant to an organization and determine how to insert yourself/community into it. Community is
relevant to all aspects of a company; it’s very adaptable with the impact it can create.
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It’s important to forecast the needs of the community based on what’s going on in the world and the
factors that affect the community. Need to be proactive in meeting their needs, not reactive. While it
is important for communities to be able to show the business value/quantitative value of the
community, it is essential to not lose sight of the passion for community, the reason you’re leading
it/created it, and the qualitative data behind its value. Community is powerful for getting people
through challenging times.

In a dark time, it’s a good time to be optimistic about communities.
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Playbook for a Successful Community Operations Team - Alfredo
Morresi
Got here a bit late so if you have information prior to the dirty data add it here!

Not all data is created equally
Data “inspires” insights. You have to get used to the concept of data being dirty and having dark data.
You need to use that data in combination with specific knowledge of community insights to create a
stronger story.

For Community Data you will never have a complete picture. There are simply too many external
factors involved and that means you won’t be able to find the highest resolution information. You
need to get used to making conclusions on less data.

In community management it is very hard to repeat exact original conditions so you shouldn’t focus
on accuracy within tests. You need to get used to inspired data creating creative dashboards wherein
the trends and the patterns function

Trying to do incredibly in-depth analysis won’t work. Especially at the beginning.

Data inspired insights mindset is a marathon not a sprint.
We need to build our knowledge first. We need to create and hack together options for what is most
positively recognized BEFORE we start playing with the data’s ultimate sets.

“It is up to us to follow the data because the data WILL NOT follow us. ”

This is why complex insights and profound information is so difficult to attain. We need to focus on the
small findings and build it out.

Insights also need to be timely, so why worry about reporting on something AFTER a decision has
been made?

It is for this reason you need a long-term mindset.

Data-complexity grows undramatically. It complicates every day, and grows far larger than what one
or a few people could potentially understand.
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Changing the process for collecting data over time
In order to ensure that the software and data sets grow alongside the rest of your team and
community you need to consider the data structure as a software and community centered artifact. It
doesn’t matter if you are working within a developer community space.

To keep up, structure your data team the same way as a technical team. That means hiring a data
product manager and finding the right hires for people who understand and can connect your data.

Automate to produce data
Automate to save people’s time and generate more data then you normally would physically or
manually. Be sure however to create thoughtful and fair automations that won’t go hay-wire over time.
It’s critical to keep all of your automations organized on a data flow chart of some form so you always
have a good view or understanding of what you are doing.

Critically it’s important to build systems that allow for manual input where people need to do so. [
[Especially where field notes are concerned ;D ]
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Building a Community by members, for members, for growth and
scalability - Katie Ray

Hard truths:
1. You can’t make everyone happy
2. You’ll become emotionally exhausted
3. You will have to make hard choices
4. You will be filled with so much joy that makes it worth it

4 S’s to support a truly member-driven community
1. Social proof
2. Support
3. Study
4. Scale

Social Proof
Questions to consider:

● Do people want what you’re selling?
● Is there a need for this community?
● Are the people saying “yes” who you want in the community? (beware the echo chamber!)
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How to find out:
● Talk to prospective members
● Build relationships
● Take advice and feedback from members, then tell them how you implemented it. Be honest,

even if you didn’t use their idea.

Examples:
● DEMAND community
● Sales Hacker community

**Keep track of every conversation** Take that information to executives to demonstrate who you’ve
talked to and why it illustrates that you need a community (and a budget!). Consider sending a
giftcard to show you appreciate their time and feedback; “show me you know me.” This also makes
the interaction memorable.

Support
Support for communities/community managers is often very thin.

To get support, consider using a governance sheet. Keep track of who’s helping you (internally and
externally), and then communicate that to executives. “Here’s who I need to support me, how, and
how often.” Track teams, people, expectations for them, and cadence needed from them. Consider
including a slide with this information on your executive roadshow deck.

Study

What can you study? (Some of these are vanity metrics, but they can still be impressive to leadership
and help you keep your job!)

● Member behavior
● Member engagement

○ How many people are posting? When?
○ Do you have standout members who are posting more frequently than others?

● Popular topics
● Event registration
● What’s happening outside of your community

○ What are the trends?
○ What are the popular topics?
○ Build a list of people, topics, and trends, and begin scheduling them into the

community. This drives more people to your community.
● Member feedback

○ Keep asking your members for insights, feedback, and advice. Put this in your
community workbook and show the changes you’re making to them based on it.

Creating relevance and recognition (for members) keeps them coming back and feeling valued.
Instead of (or addition to) incentivizing survey participation, consider the personal touch of individually
asking members to participate. Leverage colleagues on sales or CS teams to help based on their
relationships. DO SOMETHING with the feedback you get, and communicate that back to members.
At scale, don’t ask active members or power users (they’re already engaged and in the community);
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survey people who are less engaged or who have dropped off. Use email automation to customize at
scale.

Scale

Remember those members who you engaged with from day one? They become your arms and legs.
They scale the community with you.

Ownership encourages scalability. Members who are invested in the success of a community will
want to support the growth (both of membership and engagement).

You don’t have to host everything. (Enable your members to own their own programming.)

Be intentional. Don’t grow just to have the biggest community. You need to align your membership
growth with engagement goals and grow harmoniously. Challenge your leadership on the purpose of
growth; why grow to X size? Be aware of growth for growth’s sake.

Takeaways
● Plan with the 4 S’s: Social proof, support, study, scale
● Plan intentionally: Make choices based on feedback and social proof. Create a strong base to

build on.
● People want to see you succeed: Find the folks who want the community and get their help.
● Take your time: Build thoughtfully, with feedback and insights (which take time)

katie.ray@metadata.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/community-katie
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A Complete Picture of Community-Led Growth: A Story Told by
CommonRoom and HubSpot

"Community Led Growth (CLG) is the future of software adaptation"

What is CLG?
- An approach to orienting go-to-market focused on product users/advocates/experts. By

educating and leveling-up the user, they spread the word about the product and become
internal advocates within their own groups

What are the Mechanics of CLG?
- Lots of key pillars, this talk focused on academies and learning (all education-focused but

ambassador programs might be an alternative)
- MAKE EDUCATING YOUR POTENTIAL ADVOCATES ACCESSIBLE
- Ask what we want learners of the product to achieve and work backwards from there
- Education is great because it can be repurposed, and becomes a strong advocation tool and

that's attractive to businesses
- If users understand the product, they'll stick with it (You can calculate your KPIs by studying

your educated consumers)
- By bringing experts together, you can educate masses more effectively about your product.

Therefore community leads to new business and accelerates existing business

How Does CLG Benefit Companies?
- CommonRoom found for one of their clients that if there was an ambassador for CLG at a

business, they saw 3x more revenue spend across the board
- We need to calculate a new framework for KPIs to answer CLG questions, but by looking at

how many touchpoints a new customer had with a community before spending this can be
achieved

- HubSpot using Flywheel model (attract, engage, delight) and taking numbers from their
success with this

What is the Future of CLG?
- CLG will have a revolutionary impact on all businesses
- It's the frontier of value-led growth (the idea that companies should offer something of value

to entice customers)
- CLG is the next iteration of how companies will go to market
- It’s critical that we combine our efforts in order to grow and build what is better together.
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How To Create True Community- Laura Nestler

Fireside Interview with Laura Nestler and Derek Anderson
What is reddit? Is it still trying to be the front page of the internet?
No actually. Reddit is like a city. It’s a place where people got to get angry to protest, to interact, to
share and create spaces for connection and more. “It’s the most human place on the internet now”

So what does it look like to be a VP at Reddit?
I run a team of community members where I have to show a conclusive and large process, but I also
need to create im-the-weeds activity and events within the community.  That is a difficult dichotomy
of forest-and-the-trees.

So how did you do this?
A consistency around a mindset. I’ve learned to be hyper focused on delivering impact. I had to learn
that not all work is valuable and I had to find the valuable work.

Learn to do more with less. “No” is your greatest productivity hack.

What is “attributable value?”
It needs to be simple and practical. Ultimately, there are very simple metrics we can follow, but we
tend to over-engineer them. “Is this growing the business?” If you can’t say yes, don’t optimize for it.

Growth is oxygen. Not everything is super impactful, but it’s about the cumulative effect of moving the
needle a bit at a time. Help the business discover the things that they recognize they can’t do without
the community. Then help them give up control to it.

Describe what you did at Duolingo.
Founder of Duolingo invented CAPTCHA and reCAPTCHA; he understands how computers and
people work together to solve problems that humans can’t solve alone. Thus, the Duolingo
community; Duolingo created tools so a community could create courses.

Duolingo began using language-specific events to extend community beyond people simply taking
courses, as a solution to people completing their goals and just leaving the community. It created
opportunities for people to use their new skills as part of the community.

Don’t get bogged down in the details of building the perfect platform; focus on how to help members
do what’s valuable. You can do this with janky tools! Don’t worry about the things that don’t create
value in the lives of the people you’re supporting; you can get to those later. Not all work is valuable.
Focus energy on creating true, meaningful community; that’s the real problem to solve.

What’s your perspective on making big decisions?
Go back to your core principles. Evaluate your current priorities (adventure, profit, work-life balance,
etc.). To make big decisions, you have to know what those things are and how they rank, then weed
out the things that don’t get you there. Go back to saying “no,” even if it means saying no to wonderful
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ideas. Do one thing really well; land that opportunity, and more will come. Have honest conversations
about why you’re choosing what you’re choosing; this requires mutual respect.

The founder of Reddit has called community “the soul of a company.” If I don’t inherently have
that kind of executive support, how do I convince people of this?
Community may not actually be the soul of every company. If it’s not already there palpably, it’s hard
to convince people that it is actually the soul. Instead, go back to how you can communicate the
value and impact of the community.

With 100k+ communities on Reddit, what trends are you seeing?
You see volume and velocity. Niche is the new normal; people are diving deeper into
micro-micro-micro-communities. The drive for realness and authenticity continues to grow.

The big sea change coming is the expansion of the promise of the internet. The old promise was the
democratization of information; now it’s the democratization of economics. The middle class of
creators is coming. The internet provides access, and people are creating/taking advantage of ways
to have more and more access and become empowered (through education, economics, etc.). The
promise of the internet is expanding to include and empower more people.

What would you suggest for people who want to elevate their careers?
Work to understand human motivations. “If you do this, then you get that” usually doesn’t work and
actually often does harm. Intrinsic motivations (autonomy, mastery, purpose) is better. Levers and
incentives work for a time as a growth hack, but while you gain volume, you lose authenticity. The
world is better than you think it is; it’s easy to be cynical, so knock it off. You get more when you do
less. It is a privilege to work in community; we work with remarkable humans every day, helping them
find empowerment and belonging. Think of the impact you have on the lives of real people and don’t
miss that.
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Virtual Stage: Live From Ukraine: How Communities and Groups
Mobilize to Support People During Crisis

Talk with Yurii Lazaruk, CodeControl and George Gabriel, Meta

Yurii shares his experience using community to save lives in Ukraine
Yurii is a community manager who has used his skills and experience to bring community members
together during this crisis from Ukraine - reaching out and asking for help and collaboration. He has
used communities from CMX, Cultivate and CodeControl to help connect displaced workers, and get
needed items.

“Tell, don’t sell” Show people what is needed. “People to people communication is built on trust which
leads to amazing results and changes our lives for the better.” “Let’s build communities and change
the world”

George discusses using Meta to rally community
“Connection, kindness, skill”
The power of unity. Only together can we face any difficulty
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Club Stage: When Exclusivity is the Answer, Building safe spaces
- Nikki Thibondeau

@Nikki2987

What we're talking about today

1. Building an inclusive space
Employee Resource Groups (ERG): voluntary, employee-led groups that foster a diverse, inclusive
workplace aligned with organizational mission, values, goals, business practices, and objectives.

2. How to pivot a space that is "too inclusive"
"Thoughtful, considered exclusion is vital to any gathering.“ (Priya Parker, The Art of the Gathering)

Communicate the change you‘re making to the members of the group.
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3. Real example of when this happened to me
Acknowledge: Find out the state of your community. Are you over-including? Acknowledge that this
is happening

Listen: Involve your community, speak with other leaders in this space, consult with the business.

Inform: Clear is kind! Let them know what changes and what stays the same. Be clear about what
happens to those who are excluded.
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Community-Driven Impact: How To Prove (And Improve) Your
Community’s Value- Richard Millington (Feverbee)
We don’t have the quantity or quality of data that we need.
Why do we collect data? ROI!

Method One (missed this….anyone else have it?)
● Work backwards from the data to build strategy
● (Referring to slide above) What you should focus on varies depending on where you/your

community are at that specific time
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● Combining Engagement data with Environmental data helps you tell a more compelling and
complete story
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Method Two :Popularity over time

Method Three: segmented Category/ User Section Analysis
● Looking at Avg. time to first response and response rate % shows that speed is key, and that

there are likely areas the community isn’t doing well. Work to increase visibility of those
questions, and work with experts to improve the quality of those responses.

Method Four: Survivor Analysis
● Automation rules don’t work to get people to stick around. Once people have their needs met,

they leave.
● Correlate join date with those who are still active by time periods. Then evaluate what

happened at those inflection points to figure out what’s helping people stick around.

Method Five: Benchmarking
● Look at specific aspects of your community and compare them to competitors. Both industry

competitors and competitors for your community’s attention (support, knowledge bases,
Reddit, etc.)

● Double down in areas where both  your strength and audience attention is high.
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Method Six: Missed this one, anyone else have it?
● Evaluate the success of superuser engagement. Are they answering questions well, or do

they need to move aside for more experts?

Part two: Measuring Community Value
● You’re right to be suspicious of community data
● You often have to choose between precision and simplicity, and causation and correlation.
● Call deflection metrics are mostly bogus. No one really knows the answer to what percentage

of calls were deflected. The real call deflection rate is likely closer to 1 in 207.
● Controlled experiments (e.g., no-indexing the community to evaluate changes in support

tickets, case numbers, etc.)
● Members vs. Non members (compare CSAT, NPS, etc.).

○ The biggest issue with NPS/CSAT: members struggle to differentiate between
satisfaction with company and satisfaction with community.

○ Switch from NPS/CSAT to Community-driven impact. AMI: The average measurable
impact the community has on each member.

○ Communities change attitudes. They don’t stay for their entire journey, but that’s okay.
They often join at their time of peak frustration, and leave when they’re slightly
happier. That’s a useful impact. OR they join in a neutral state, and leave when they’re
more enthusiastic.

○ Attitude data is the best data: brand attitude, brand perception, brand preference,
quality of life (non-profits)

○ Show how the community affects customers/users’ perception of staff friendliness,
ease of use, reliability, etc

● Measuring average member impact multiplied by the number of visitors indicates
community-driven impact. This can be tracked over time to demonstrate value to businesses.

● It’s not hard to collect this data.
● New community goal: maximize community-driven impact

Feverbee.com
hello@feverbee.com
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Club Stage: From 0 To Community In 4 Weeks - Pablo Gonzalez

The Relationship Flywheel
A cycle between value > connection > content > Value so on.
Within that community an additional circle:
Co-create > nurture > magnet >
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Within that flywheel:
● Content lanes - Interests and content strings or generation that you create content to answer

and build for the other individuals. They want to know the other people who are doing the
thing.

● Positioning - gotta make the value really really obvious. Te positioning of the role is the
halfway point between the before and the after state. The name should be a compliment to
the person you are writing as a guest.

● Hookpoints - Lastly is the hookpoints that allow them to connect build information with which
to learn, create that content in advance, show the conversation ahead of the time.

○ Don’t make it about yourself.
○ Don’t make that information too wide.
○ Ensure that the people you serve are finding value

Generating the content system
Driving the 4 connections to sharing the stage:

● Host develops connection to a guest
● Host creates connection to the audience
● Guest ensures development and connection to audiences
● Audiences should always be devleopming strong relationships to the rest of the audience.

Add as much context as you can to the conversation. Ensure that that context is based upon the
audience members’s connection. The guest will also have a better answer by asking the audience
member to discuss more and stronger relationships.

Scale your relationships through content.
● Process your information with the intention of generating content for speed. Get content

processes divided by various roles.
○ Use subscription or 3rd party systems to create content that generates information.
○ IT was laways Pablo doing the lion’share of the work but now that people are doing

the work themselves it became a team of peop;le who genuinely cared about the
content.

○ Descript is a phenomenal tool (offered to send the content repurposing process.
● Thumbstopper: the collection of hooks that encourage a person to stop scrolling on social.

○ 3 hooks (first line of the caption, thumbnail, 1o seconds of video
● Cool club: concentric circles of exclusivity that provide transparency in to it, but a limited

porosity for the people permitted on that stage. There are circles of connection.
● Q/A: “The 40 million dollars that happened in year 1 were from 30 people only. The powerful

connection involved in community came from them - not from the incredible reach.”

Cohort-based online course that produces a powerful community
● Shared mission across people
● Office hours and appointment based information
● Cash flow that occurs up front and from the get-go.
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We also made audience members the perfect experts, created the course through their integration,
and then sold a course, followed by a follow-up event.  ←-what CFO doesn’t love that?!

Relationship flywheel bootcamp then became the #1 model.

There are templates, content, and a whole bunch of stuff for that! Join us for the virtual meeting too
^^

Recommended narrative gym for business.
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How to 10x Your Community without Losing Sight of Your North
Star Metric

● Re: Partners…you can’t bucket people in your community. Partners are perfectly capable of
removing their “partner hat.”

● Brand champions are the north star metric. Learn about them, what they want, and make it
happen.

● MAU (monthly active users) is a health metric, not a north star.
● CSAT comes from building love around your product and personalizing your teams.
● Add value to customers/members, and the rest comes from it.
● Stop changing everything every year to chase the hot new business metric trend.
● Community isn’t a channel, a destination, a forum, etc…it’s people.
● “User Groups” versus “Community Events.” You don’t have to be a user to join.
● You can’t connect CSAT to ROI. You can’t even validate against whether someone is a user.

Focus on making their dreams come true (might mean social sign-on instead of product
credentials). Does creating more points of friction for someone to engage in your community
actually allow you to prove value?

● Know your community and show you know them. For example, regionalize your approach to
swag, planning, marketing, etc., to account for regional and culture distinctions and
demonstrate you are being thoughtful and intentional.

● Consider providing regular State of Community updates internally. For example, a newsletter,
knowledge base page, or similar. Provide updates on events, standout members, important
interactions, major social shares, etc. (Community WOW moments)

● To thrive, know what you stand for, and fight for it!
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Turbocharging your Community Impact with User Groups -

User Groups = giving the microphone to customers

Tell me you’re a community manager without telling me your a community manager
[I missed the responses here.]

How is Zendesk starting to use user groups?
Because they asked honestly. Ask your community members what they want or need (in order for
them to want to engage), then go build that thing.

When handing the keys to customers, maintain your brand identity. Training and resources help
ensure quality.

The point of user groups is for customers to have conversations without your company in the room,
but work to create affinity and loyalty with members and leaders so as to maintain a good feedback
loop with internal stakeholders.

Negative feedback is a lot LOT of energy with a very specific degree.
People are not complaining because they’re upset about it really. They are saying it because they
very clearly care. Redirect that passion into them becoming brand advocates.

As much as we thought it was good for us to make the guidelines for peo[ple, it was constantly a
better idea to bring people in and create the training on the ground.

Program scale is often more difficult and we need to be more thoughtful about the lines of
communication we build. When things don’t work we have to iterate and use surveys to understand
how progress has moved forward.

Don’t focus on perfection, and recognize you won’t (can’t!) please everyone.

[missed the lead-in questions, but additional takeaways here:]
● Create a playbook, not just a bunch of guides. Take leaders through all aspects of their

responsibilities and leader journey from end to end.
● Motivate leaders intrinsically, not just extrinsically (e.g., with physical swag). Offer special

access: when people can get something unique for participating, not just joining.
● Professional Development is the “what’s in it for me” for leaders. Create opportunities for

mentorship: empower leaders to teach each other.
● Promoting user groups means putting leaders front and center. “Show your boss we wrote

this about you!”
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● Ensure group leaders align with your stated values. Ask “why do you want to do this?” when
vetting potential leaders. Ensure they are passionate, willing to serve, and organized. Filter out
people who don’t realize how much work it might be.

[got distracted if others have notes you can add here?]

Build a community that helps people get better at their jobs…who just happen to also use your
product/service/etc.

What is one word of advice you’d give to people who are working with community:
Don’t wait to launch. Just create a feedback loop and constantly iterate.

TAli: what is the business goal for this program?
Zendesk’s program is about strengthening relationships and aligning ourselves with customer
success at scale. The purpose is to make sure that someone who is a group leader or particip;ant
remains as a long-term customer.

How are you planning to encourage user groups that scale?
We have an option of a kit in a box for the easiest wa to grow and develop the community
interactions.

How do you receive feedback on a regular basis?
Well we do an automated setup using bevy for that.
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Lenovo Legion: How we built CMX's 'Best New Community' of
2022'
Claire Carter

EMEA Consumer Marketing
Jessica Mara

Lenovo
Rob Fawkes

Standing on Giants
● NON TRANSACTIONAL relationships
● 3 areas of focus to start-up

○ Acquisition
○ Engagement
○ Retain

● What matters in engagement? What keeps gamers going?
○ Safe space vs competition?
○ Strategies for Engagement?
○ Running events and activities
○ 90% lurk, 9% dabble, but the 1% who are really invested is who they focus on
○ Moderation
○ generate content
○ Think digitally/act personally
○ Transitions between on- and off-line/meta-verse event
○ Product launch with press event
○ Word of mouth
○ Webex/Webinars are “dated” in US

● Scalability/Scale: is always the discussion for the future goal + keeping engagement high
● Keep 1-on-1 relationships going no matter how large
● Community has to be integrated with marketing, sales, and social media
● x
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How Docebo Uses Community to Unleash & Empower the Voice
of the Customer - Erin Brisson, Community Manager, Docebo

Overview of Docebo (do-CHAY-bo)
● A learning solutions company that helps organizations grow a culture of learning
● A strategic learning partner that helps bring an organization’s learning vision to life
● Develops solutions that drive growth, revenue, and engagement now and in the future.

Erin is member of Customer Education Team. Mission is to build a unified help center.

Strategic Growth Models
● Customer-led Growth (CLG): Prioritizes user insights to provide the best customer experience.
● Product-led Growth (PLG): relies on the actual product experience for acquiring new

customers and driving revenue.
One is not better than the other. Using both sets up for better success.

Docebo Community
Timeline: Vendor search began in Dec 2020; chose Insided in Feb 2021 due to support of Ideation.
Six-week implementation, soft launch in April 2021, full launch in May. Six-month evaluation before
launching ideation in November 2021.
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3680 members to date, 26 customer accounts active. 60 posts per week, 180 replies per week. 52
NPS

Ideas at Docebo (Unleash VoC)
State of Ideas before migration into community: a black hole (poor organization, unclear process, one
gatekeeper, no communication between customers and product, growing customer frustration).

Initial goals:
● Bring ideas into Docebo Community
● Enable communication and collaboration around ideas
● Source direct product feedback
● Close the feedback loop via Product Updates
● Partner with Product Team for new ideation process
● Transfer idea ownership to Product team

New process included new statuses and new process, including weekly review of new ideas and SLA
of responding to new ideas within 7 days. New dedicated Voice of Customer team.

Now averaging 43 new ideas/week. Ideas are 46% of total topics posted in the community. Everything
is well-documented so customers understand the meaning behind and reasoning for all status
updates.

New Discussion Category: Product Research & Design (Empower VoC)
Created a template for internal teams to action on ideas (contact Erin to get a copy of the template).
Template includes idea, goals, proposed solution, relevant questions, etc. This template is leveraged
publicly for customers to see that their ideas are getting utilized and to interact directly with Product
team.

Closing the Loop
Six weeks prior to each release, Docebo provides a release preview to show what’s in the sandbox. All
ideas that came from the Community and used member feedback is called out as such.

Release Roundup after each release further calls out what was delivered after the fact.

Key Takeaways
Achieved all six initial goals, but more work on long-term goals needed: continue to align more
closely with product and prioritize community ideas into roadmap and share it with customers.

● Prioritize VoC
● Partner with Product team
● Be patient (and persistent)
● Celebrate the wins
● Leverage Community for cohesive cycle

erin.brisson@docebo.com

Q&A
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● How do you manage expectations around 50 ideas per week? They can’t all get
implemented. Empower members to search so there aren’t duplicate ideas. Utilize
community moderators in the weekly idea grooming process.

● High level advice for grooming your Product team when just getting started? It was a
struggle at first. Build a communication cadence (and relationships) that includes senior
leadership. Be consistent and persistent. Make sure you’re known and out there.

● During idea migration, how did you handle customers whose ideas were ignored and
removed? We were completely transparent with customers that the change was coming. We
made sure they know that no ideas were lost and provided the opportunity for them to
re-submit ideas…but they were also honest about the fact that there were reasons most ideas
weren’t used in the first place. The point of the new process is to ensure that the new portal
doesn’t become what the old portal was. Only about five customers actually asked about old
ideas.
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Virtual Stage: How to Build and Scale a Community in 12
Months: Lessons from Zoom
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Leveraging Data & Insights to build sustainable communities
Melody Meckfessel and Wayne Sutton from Observable

What is Observable?
Our mission is to make sense of the world with data.   Data is everywhere and it’s overwhelming to
understand.

Data practitioners are:  Analysts, scientists, coders, anyone who has tries to use data to make
decisions or understand something

Melody's background is in software development (Google).  Started to get curious about how people
stay productive (as individuals & working together)

● "Staying in flow" similar to how musicians work together.  Working together leads to rocketing
productivity

● No grumpy humans"  working in software/data, things go wrong, data doesn't represent what
you need.  But if you can work with other people and collaborate that makes it all a lot more
fun and easy

● Github - build on each other's work and share via open source platforms.  Can fork or copy
work that inspires you and reach out to connect with the OP.  Generosity of work.

● (We) Use product every for meetings, planning meetups, so feel the same
frustrations/problems that customers run into

● (missed question)
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● Focus on what they want to build instead of on the people leads to frustration and subpar
product.

● "Software is a team sport"
● Goal isn't to build another social network.
● Help them do what they need to on the platform, but don't try to everything for everyone.
● Observable is saas web based data collaboration platform
● Sometimes data can mislead

○ Would get requests for collaboration in notebooks, but when functionality opened up,
it didn't happen. Why?

○ Users wanted ability to comment on other's work.  But once launched, people rarely
used it.  Social moires caused low uptake becaues people felt more comfortable
sharing thoughts in private rather than publicly

○ Take away is  to listen to users, but also look at the data. It will tell you if people are
actually using features or not.

(Got distracted, missed the end Q&A section)
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How to Empower and Leverage Community Leaders: Lessons
from Tonal and Zumba

[missed the beginning of this]

What components did you include in conflict management training and how did you create it?
We led by explaining the power and purpose of digital spaces, helping them understand the
community engagement cycle, and then taking them through a 5-step plan for conflict management.

1. Assess the situation
2. Do your research
3. Give yourself space (??)
4. ?? Missed the last two
5. ??

How have you leveraged coaches to be community leaders at Tonal?
Started by listening to what members needed, and found that people wanted personal connections
with their coaches beyond what they could see on the screen. Coaches also wanted to engage more
directly with members. Community can be overwhelming, so managing immersion for coaches was
crucial in order to avoid them feeling overwhelmed. Also needed to manage expectations of
members in situations where coaches were slow to respond or didn’t respond. Created “Ask a Coach”
events to more formally funnel and manage member questions in the proper forum without
overwhelming coaches.

What are some best practices for creating member/coach connections?
Be specific about what they are and what they aren’t. (e.g., avoiding politics, religion, personal
nutrition, etc.). Spend time with coaches so they feel competent and confident with going live or
answering questions. Consider event dry runs, too.

How can other communities that aren’t in the health/wellness space utilize what you’ve learned?
Listening is a superpower. Build good relationships with internal partners and establish good
communication processes. Provide space for community members to give very direct feedback and
learn how to communicate that back to stakeholders in a non-confrontational way.

Be yourself. Be a person first and a brand second. Use gifs, have fun. Be okay with leaving behind the
polished and the perfect, and help others internally understand why that authenticity is important.

What impact does empowering instructors have on achieving company goals?
Happy members are necessary for people renewing their memberships, so listening to their
wants/needs is important for business success (retention, member satisfaction, etc.).
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Maintaining ongoing, consistent communication with members and being transparent is important.
Sometimes you can’t deliver on a member request/desire, but be transparent about it, and why.

How do you keep leaders engaged and ensure longevity?
Continuing to invest in them personally, in addition to listening to their needs. Things such as advisory
boards, champion/ambassador programs, etc., to keep leaders engaged, invest in their development,
and reward their leadership.

Recognize that their life circumstances may change, and it’s okay if they need to leave.

How are you supporting global (non-English) communities using your services/programs?
At Zumba, content for instructors is translated monthly into key regional languages.
Ambassador/champion programs help amplify and re-circulate content into other languages.

Do you have plans to introduce user-generated content, and if so, how do you make sure it’s
healthy and safe for other users?
UGC is critical for empowering members and scaling. Groups and member-led initiatives are already
forming organically, so we meet them where they’re at and work to resource them and partner with
them. This is another way we listen to our members; we try not to over-moderate them.

Social media managers are carefully trained to recognize potential stumbling blocks with posting or
sharing various kinds of content so they understand the critiques UGC may open them (both the
company AND the community members) up to. It is important to protect members who are putting
themselves out there for your brand.

How do you reward/recognize key members?
Large variety of extra benefits that help coaches teach and promote their courses. Social media
shoutouts to increase their following. Ambassador programs to improve their skills. Event and apparel
discounts. It never feels like enough though! Also access to internal teams and leaders. Think
creatively about how to scale it globally in an appropriate way.
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How to Give Your Community the Connection They Crave at Your
Events

Audience interaction: meet someone you don’t yet know and find three things you have in common.
(3:00 timer)

The secret sauce to engagement is uniquely understanding the challenges and problems of your
community, then giving yourself permission to be creative in designing an event that addresses that
need. The key thing is really understanding what your community needs at a particular moment in
time, because it changes constantly. Be agile and versatile; it’s hard work.

How do you create meaningful small-group experiences?
Jess: uses un-conference model to allow people to geek out with like-minded people. Geeking out
together sparks incredible engagement. Turn strangers into friends by being humans together, not
just colleagues. Be playful!

Creating a big offline event: what does the community need now? In the pandemic, people wanted
connection! But people didn’t show up for “connection sessions.” People want to connect, but don’t
want to work for it. Weave connection seamlessly into the rest of the event.
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Community is about trust; you can’t build it in one networking session. Think of community as
“common unity.” Create a shared human experience, such as when you laugh together or do
something for the first time, etc. Focus on creating opportunities for people to say “I felt/feel that too”
instead of “I think that too.”

Don’t underestimate the power of art or performance to create shared awe.

You can’t create belonging for everyone; you have to let go and trust the community to do it.

Events:
● Consider creating a pre-event video to send out. Let people meet organizers or speakers in

advance and set expectations for the event so people aren’t going in unsure of what they’re
getting into.

● Put icebreaker questions on nametags. That gives people a springboard for engagement (and
creates scale). Instant connections!

● Add a pre-event sub-group in the community. Provide graphics that help introduce everyone
and encourage posting about the event there (questions, spontaneous meetup planning,
introductions, etc.).

● Recruit amazing facilitators: people who already do that well in the community, even if they
don’t realize they do (watch out for people who just want a stage for themselves). Let them
lead in their own way; it may not look like how you would do it. Find people with energy, who
like to laugh, who can take feedback without feeling threatened.

What are the most important three words for creating connection? (responses from each panelist)
● Emotions over thoughts
● Raise their serotonin
● Them, not me
● Don’t be shy

Tools:
● Bonjoro.com: Bonjoro lets you send personal videos to new leads and customers, to stand

out, build trust, and make more sales.
● Howoto Unconference by Jess: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=jvSrq3CHj54
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Building Recession-proof Communities

How do you connect user value in your community to value to the organization?
Start with the business goals first; what is your organization trying to do and what do they value?
Value in community has to be measured very differently. Start with business goals, back out into
program design, and translate that into bringing value to the community.

Business goals will be different in every different circumstance, so build relationships with your
executive leader/sponsor who will advocate for you when you’re not there, so understand their needs
too. Integrate the needs of executives to the needs of the community. Be willing to ask, “Why did you
want this? Why did you hire me?” Push them to identify the value.

What is the difference between strategic metrics and vanity metrics?
It depends on what you’re trying to do. Focus on building personal relationships and meet your
audience where they’re at. Marketing metrics won’t give you the data you need to ensure that the
community thrives. Number of clicks, downloads, etc., have their place, but not necessarily in
community.

What are good characteristics of strategic targets?
Those that help you hone in on whether or not you’re achieving your goals. Many tools now help us
measure lots of data, but what do you do with that data? Is all the data related to your strategic
objectives? Build metrics that focus on your specific goals. This also helps create boundaries around
the scope of your work. Be willing to push back on others (even leadership) who try to push their
particular goals or OKRs on your project. Agree on the right goals across the organization.

How does success look different in open source communities?
It’s very different compared to when you have a product that you monetize. It takes a long time to see
success because everyone in the community is a volunteer. Helping customers adopt a free
open-source tool successfully leads them to purchase extra resources (support, etc.) once they’re
satisfied. Patience and relationships are important. Focus on things like governance, marketing, etc.
Virtuous cycle: you give, and you give back…but sometimes you have to give more in order to receive
even just a tiny bit. People who are patient really understand what open source is.

Why do open source communities tend to thrive during recessions?
Because of the recession itself: budget cuts, layoffs, etc. So developers look to build their own
solutions or look for tools that are free. Open source is the solution.
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How do you teach people about the value of community?
The timeline is a lot longer for seeing results than a lot of C-suite people are used to. Keep in mind
they may not actually care about a lot of what we as community managers care about. Helping them
care means starting with what they already care about; how can you tie in your data to what they care
about? Streamline the details so they can see the direct correlations between what you do and what
they want. We care about engagement, satisfaction, good feelings about the company, etc., but tie
those to customer referrals from members in the community, (for example) etc. Repeatedly ensure
you are aligned on the overall goal, and set expectations for how you will measure and report that.

In a recession, you have to show you are critical to the business and drive necessary value.

What closing advice do you have to fellow community managers?
It is imperative to have representation in the C-suite who has bought in to community. None of what
you do matters unless you have a seat at the table. Ask your manager, your executive, whoever is the
highest person you report to what you care about. Check in regularly (at least quarterly). Define the
metrics carefully (e.g., what does adoption mean? A download, an installation, etc.).

Explore tools and research what can help you. Automation and dashboards are your friend when it
comes to tracking and reporting metrics. Your metrics need to be actionable, because your leaders
will say “so what?” to them. Vanity metrics only capture a small part of the story without bringing
solutions. Know what steps to take based on what the metrics are showing. Leaders want you to
educate them on why what you do matters, and then to propose the right strategy. How is what you
are doing helping them with their to-do list? When you get this right, they will help with promotion,
marketing, legitimacy of what you do, etc.
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From Fear to Fun: Empowering Your Organization to Work
Directly with the Community - Rachel Hartley
88% of executives have a positive perspective toward community programs at their organization.

History of community at Siemens: a coalition of the willing: Marketing, Product, Support, and
Customer Success were all on separate islands, not talking to each other. This was the birth of a
decentralized community-building model via the Community Program Office.

Program-based workgroups: Community, Product, Customer Success, Support, and Marketing all
connected via the Community Program Office, each with their own team leads. This is where you
build your community playbook to get everyone on the same page about what community is and
what it brings to the company.

1. Your Community Playbook
2. Community Program Office Formation
3. Making things fun and valuable
4. Training for scale: controlling the story and getting the rest of the org on board.

Why a playbook?
● Comuniticates community vision, purpose, and objectives
● Cross-functional organizations see the value of Community from their POV
● Becomes your pitch deck with new and old colleagues
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Why a Program Office?
● A vibrant community with a decentralized model requires a number of internal teams to work

in concert to deliver an outstanding customer experience
● Program Office guides and tracks community efforts across the company

○ Structure
○ Accountability
○ Transparency
○ Trust
○ Camaraderie
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Ways of Working:
● Community roadmap
● Quarterly Community Reviews (QCRs)
● Team agreements and values
● Clear roles and responsibilities

Defining ways of working are important to build trust, collaboration, and camaraderie among Program
Office.

Tactics for empowering community ownership across your organization:
● Customer Success & Support: Initial tough sell. No incentive or recognition from management

to participate. Support and Community disconnected, but serving the same people.
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○ Community now represented in Customer Support and Success KPIs.
■ Have today:

● % Growth Monthly Active Engaged Users (MAUs)
● Increase in Best Answers

■ Working towards:
● SaaS Product Adoption
● Reduction of Support Costs

● Product/SaaS: To shift our company culture toward one of customer centered feedback, our
SaaS Portfolio team placed conversations between product and customers/new market
members at the heart of its new product development lifecycle.

○ Communities unique to each phase of the product development lifecycle.
○ Launch and fund three pilot programs that:

■ Have dedicated Community Program Manager with in SaaS org
■ Financial investment
■ Time bound
■ Member benefits for participating
■ Builds relationships and skills of members

Scaling involvement via e-learning training: Provide a clear and globally consistent framework for
internal employees interacting with the Community to drive all customer relationships and activities
as part of the customer experience.

rachel.hartley@siemens.com; contact for templates or to discuss further.
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Community Mentoring: It’s not a Program, It’s a Mindset

Mentoring is for mutual benefit and advancement between two individuals or parties. People come to
communities because they want to be part of a tribe, and the next level above that is mentoring. It is
important to offer opportunities for that. People want to receive help and become experts.

How do you facilitate mentorship?
You have to work a little behind the scenes to figure out who wants to be mentored and who wants to
mentor. Some mentoring relationships are short term (during an event, for example), whereas others
are more long term.

There are organic and inorganic ways of finding a mentor. It’s important to give people the opportunity
to step up organically; some people may not see themselves as “mentors” and might be nervous to
step up as such, but may voluntarily step in to simply help people.

You don’t always need a long-term mentor, but sometimes just someone to get you to the next step
in your journey. The mentee needs to understand what they want/need and what their next level that
they want to get to is.

How do you provide mentorship opportunities at scale in your community?
It’s important to have it as part of your playbook. Data and gamification can help you identify top
performers. Create a list and consider how to bring them in for a conversation. They become more
aware of what they’re doing, and the goal is for them to go out and be more intentional about it. “Did
you know you helped 1000 people last year? That’s mentoring.”

It’s hard to track how (and whether) people engage more intentionally because a lot of it is behind the
scenes.

Community gives the opportunity to scale a mentoring program and prove the value of it, especially if
using more of a micro-mentoring model (rather than matchmaking for long-term relationships).

The point of mentorship programs is to keep the train going: you train the mentee to become the next
mentor. This is what community is at its heart.

What are some challenges to mentoring programs?
Everyone wants to participate, but no one wants to put in the hard work: meet regularly, set
expectations, etc.
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Consistency is difficult because not everyone is the same; mentoring is a very personal thing. It’s
important to set timelines for each relationship. Provide opportunities without defining exactly what it
will be for each person; let them define it.

What is the importance of the role of mentoring within the community industry?
Most of us wouldn’t be here without some kind of mentor along the way who changed our lives or the
direction of our careers. We all know that Community does not get enough love, so the best thing we
can do is champion one another and give each other the gas to keep going.

Being a mentor is not being the smartest person in the room. If you care about people and making
this industry better, you will find people you can extend a hand to. Your success will be shared by
other communities and vice versa; we’re all in this together.

What is the best way to find a mentor?
Go to LinkedIn and find someone with an interesting title and similar area of work, and send a nice
intro request. Many people will at least take time for a call with you. Introduce yourself at events like
CMX.

Talk about yourself like you already have the job and like you belong in this industry (imposter
syndrome is real, so fight it actively). Ask people questions about themselves; people will talk about
themselves all day long, and it’s a way to build organic relationships.

Closing thoughts
Mentoring is core to community. Take the time to define it and how it ties in to the brand you
represent.
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Building Global Communities of Teachers and Alumni: Five
Lessons from Teach For All - Lucy Ashman

● Community of Organizations with a common commitment

● Connect the Teachers / Principals / Etc. across the different organizations (Teach for America,

Teach for India, etc.)

10 Lessons
● 10 Lessons

○ Make the purpose clear

e.g. is: so you are better and more impactful in your work for being connected/ inspired

by global communities

is not: to reminisce; meet people and travel, etc.

○ Recruit members carefully

■ Curate the membership so that it's a community of practice, not just people

generally interested.

○ Start community building as soon as possible

■ Don't wait to be alumni

■ Talk about the global network from day 1 in the programing

■ Talk about it during the recruitment

○ Invest in a team

○ Design with inclusion

■ Languages, Time Zones, Cultures

■ Structural:

■ Interpretation Before/During/After all synchronous experiences

■ Carefully organizing synchronous experiences

■ Do people have data? (provide data packages to members in certain

areas)

■ Creating the Space for engagement across difference

○ Meet members where they are enven though it won't be perfect

■ Had invested a lot of resources in building a bespoke platform; found nobody

■ Facebook

■ WhatsApp

■ Emails

○ Create lots of opportunities for members to engage

■ Range of options, e.g.:

■ Light Touch--place to ask questions and get an answer

■ A intensive year-long fellowship

○ Enable Members to self-organize
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■ They know what they want to learn, let's help them

■ This take strategy: diagnose where the energy is, and what does that

group/need to get the idea of the ground

■ Some community might just need a "cheerleader"

■ Some might need funding

■ Some might need a toolkit for

■ Backbone

■ A fund to apply to

■ Coach for each community group (community mgr)

■ Interpretation services

■ Toolkits / Technical Resources

■ IT / Zoom etc

○ Collect and share stories that model what you want to be true

■ Catalyzes fruther engagement of this type (e.g. shared a self-organized

cross-border exchange; got many self-organized exchanges more after).

○ Make everyone a community builder

● Q/A

○ Support for community managers

Internal program to support those who want to bring community building into their

work

■ Internal Coaching

■ Monthly Club Call

■ Toolkit (inspired by CMX & feeverbee)

■ Buddy program

○ Ups/downs of deciding to meet people where they are? Was plugging facebook into

another community platform considered

■ Decided it was key to not do anything that required them to create an additional

profile they're not already using daily. So led to:

■ WhatsApp

■ Facebook

■ Email

■ Found that other platforms (e.g. brand community platforms or edu platforms)

didn't work

○ How does curating work?

■ Eg. In the network there are tens of thousands; with a smaller subset of school

principals.

■ There are lots of people who aspire to be school principals

■ Initially had a "School Leader" community that was very broad

■ However, feedback has indicated that principals want a group to connect

with others who are in similar roles
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■ In broader group, they were spending most of their time

mentoring those who wanted to be principals.

■ This was counter to the purpose of the community, and counter

to what was valuable for the principals

■ So, created a curated/focused group for those in the role to better suit

the purpose/needs

Make it Stick: Keep Your Community By Measuring Value, Not
Just ROI

Who should benefit from community measurement? Everyone! (Anyone who benefits from your
community programs should benefit from measuring the metrics.)

A community must both be healthy and successful in order to survive and grow.
● Community Success: Meets the needs of the business (ROI)
● Community Health: Meets the needs of the users

Value Hierarchy of Community

Support vs. Service: Reactive vs. Proactive
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Don’t reinvent the wheel with metrics; translate what you measure into metrics other parts of the org
are already using.

The simplest way to evaluate the impact your community has on its members: ask them! Don’t make
assumptions and tell your leadership “I think…” Say “I know…” because you asked your members
directly. “They told us ___, therefore we need to go do _____.”

We need to speak the language of business when it comes to telling the story of what community is
doing for various organizations. Change the conversation from “community is a cost center” to
“community brings value.”

Change the dynamic of your community by driving action through inspiring members, which allows
your community to become value generating.

Potential metrics:
● Impact: % of Support from Community vs. Traditional channels
● Success: % of Visits to Community that resolve a support query
● Etc.

Community is good business:
● LAND: 48% of NB Won revenue came from accounts with community users prior to the deal

closing
● SUPPORT: 75% of total customer support volume that takes place on our Community
● EXPAND: 84% of NBEC revenue comes from customer accounts with community users
● RETAIN: 105% Net Revenue Retention for customers accounts with community users vs. 90%

without

NB: New Businesses
NBEC: New Business Existing Customer

Community health, longevity, vitality, etc., are all measures of “will my members continue to get
benefit out of staying in the community? Not about the value we get as a company, but the value they
get as a user, then telling that story.
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Building in the web 3 space- Rebecca, josh, krystle, lori

To start…
What was it like to enter the web 3 space?
Lori: originally in AIM web seen a hug growth from bay to full grown adult.  I love that the bigger
aspects is data as full blown privacy.

When looking at web 2 vs. 3 what differences are there?
Josh: I started by joining discords. Honestly they're more of an audience and have like 50 different
communities. It's important to know the metrics in 2 don't apply. In web 3 engagements not a thing.
The entry point is different buy the power of web3 is about fervor.
Kristie: I thing everyone joining web3 have a bigger picture in mind. They have intention, a goal, and
excitement for the action of the community. There's an intention that can be built on.

Kay, lets discuss challenges. What uncertainty is there?
Kristle:  there is SO MUCH noise.  The engagement question because even more important in these
spaces. We don't know what's around the corner here. When we turn that corner we suspect it will be
huge. We just don't know what this is like.  Web3 is very idealistic and that also means selling
something you don't quite know.
Lori: the bigger challenge I had was about the trend of decentralization. There'ss a village in different
systems and picking a best of breed naval fleet formula. The decentralization by default makes
engagement so hard and hugely big.
Josh: let's flip from challenge to opportunity. When you go from web2 go web3 and everyone is
screaming with chaos, there is so much challenge in that noise. That chaos results in people silencing
a lot of space. The anonymity comes from building relationships without the tech.  So how do you get
that out of web3 communities? You have to apply everything from web2 in web3 but you have to do it
immediately.
Kristie: yeah I echo that people walk in to web3 seeking out community aactivity or a verb.

loti: There's something about Discord that creates a fun driven environment. It still takes a lot of
getting used to it though.

There's a lot of community members who want to join the web3 space. WhAt should they be
prepared for?
Josh: if you're gonna leave web2 in to web3 you need to focus on the health and sentiment of a
community. In web2 the health is about assets and help. In web3 its the same but shows different.
That makes the trAnsition easier. Critically it's important to recognize that people need to understand
the stakeholders at the front of it. A core aspect is decentralized ownership. That ownership needs to
be valuable and worth it to them. "What type of project most reflects what I want to work on?"

How might you write a community onboarding setup? Who would you hire?
Kristie: someone who has a strong knowledge of discord. And I would prefer a fast curious learner
over someone experienced. They have to keep up to date with new information.
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Web3 community health metrics. What are they?
Lorwe'reere still growing like DAU/mau.  But more important is behavioWhat'sags going on in the
middle? You need to wrap your data in a story and focus on the less heard for what happens. Learn a
out a few people. At the same time let's talk about how you measure best of breeds.
Josh: start with standard growth metrics sure but move beyond that ASAP. You need the users who
are interested to gauge user sentiment. Focus on peoples opinions and goals. You need to measure
sentiment disposition. You can easily tank and organization the second sentiment comes the wrong
way. Measure them because they will tank or skyrocket your project.
Kristie: for my community as a platform we try to share peoples recipes and automation. By
measuring the sharing of artifacts in a community that helps. My metric is measuring the artifacts.
Contributions are therefore critical.

What are you most excited for in the next year?
Lori: seeing the growth. For sure.
Josh: the data. All the data. Bringing together that story. Pseudo techie on twitter. And LinkedIn
Kristie: trojan horse nfts launched by larger companies who are not calling them NFTs. There
hoodwinking in some way. There's a sneak attack to make this a thing. It's a big signal about using it
among the base. (This concerns me - venia)
Kristie blough on twitter.
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Empowering Local Communities to Global Success - David Cuen
Amazing things happen when you connect people who have a shared passion.

Booking.com mission statement: “Making it easier for everyone to experience the world.”
● This becomes a promise more than a transaction

Fulfilling two jobs for customers:
1. Help me book travel
2. Help me experience travel. This requires a community to make it happen. A brand that relies

on people.

We live in an age of human validation. We do what we see; it’s in our nature. When we benefit from
something, we sow back into it.

Thus…community at booking.com = enhancing travel through human validation.
● Guest reviews
● User generated content
● Travel ambassadors (via travel communities)

○ Local experts who volunteer to answer questions, give advice, and share inspiration.
○ Reduce travel frictions
○ Ambassadors want people to experience what they do. They share their passion by

providing local knowledge and trusted advice.

Scaling: localization and regional language support
● 94% of people don’t speak English as their first language
● 75% don’t speak it at all
● Localization enables even more engaging content
● Not just content producers, but content enablers: let your community share!

It takes time and effort to start, but the community eventually helps you scale the community.

People will work with you when you share a mission and a passion.

On business value:
1. The more you solve travel frictions, the more people will book
2. Content! Gives members better understanding of plans, which improves quality and accuracy

of services

Recommendations versus just a list of options provides that layer of human validation again.

Constantly check in with ambassadors to re-engage them and ensure they are finding their own
value from being ambassadors.
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Community Programs: What, When, and How They Work - Mindy
Day
[missed the beginning of this]

The What
● Community Programs are designed to provide high impact value to a specific section of your

community to tackle a focused business goal.
● Community Programs are:

○ Specific:
Community Programs must focus on a specific persona, category, or subsection of
your broader community.

■ Questions to ask yourself:
■ What is the most valuable segment of your current community?
■ How many members are in that segment?
■ What are their needs, and how does that differ?
■ What value will the members provide each other?

○ High Impact:
Community Programs must be created around delivering an outsized amount of
impact for both the participants and the business to justify the time investment and
resources of this approach.

■ Questions to ask yourself:
■ What especially tricky challenges is your business or dept. Facing?
■ What's the story you and your brand want to be telling?
■ What challenge are you consistently hearing?

○ Balanced:
As with all community work, you need to deeply understand both sides to ensure the
program is providing equal value to both business and members

■ Questions to ask yourself:
■ How will this program help participants grow and thrive?
■ How does this contribute to your business' mission?
■ What brand values does it bring to life?
■ How will you balance offline and online?

● Examples from: Patreon
○ Creator in Residency Invite inspiring creators to work from the Discord office to utilize

the facilities, work on a dream project, and gain tailored support.
○ Why it works:

■ Specific: influential creators who could benefit from our already paid for
resources

■ High impact: Inspiring staff, create brand content, press, credibility
■ Balanced: the creator and Patron benefits from this arrangement

○ Creator Accelerator Help creators refine and revamp their membership, grow their
income, and connect with your peers.
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○ Why it works:
■ Specific: creators experiencing rapid growth but lacked knowledge of how to

capitalize
■ High impact: Created press worthy stories, deep trust with rising stars,

increased Patron revenue
■ Balanced: the creator and Patron benefits from this arrangement

○ A. Club Accountability Club creates small groups of Patron creators that meet
regularly to motivate, push, and cheer each other on, each led a Captain.

○ Why it works:
■ Specific: creators who need help with time management & connecting
■ High impact: Patron is at the center of their focus
■ Balanced: the creator and Patron benefits from this arrangement

● Examples from: Discord

The When
● Ensure you have for your community:

○ Mission and vision
○ Annual roadmap
○ OKRs or goal setting
○ Headcount and org chart
○ Processes
○ Big strategic bets

Three main phases when building a community program:
● Discovery & strategy
● Build & Launch
● Evaluate & Evolve

Discovery & Strategy
● Community programs should start small and grounded in reality of current resources,

coupled with a motivating long term vision
● Invest adequate time to

○ Survey and interview (internal and external)
○ Spend time honing your learnings, developing ideas
○ Seek feedback from a range of sources

● Make a proposal deck and present to key stakeholders with timeline to receive approval to
proceed

● Can you easily define to an exec:
○ What’s the problem you’re trying to solve?
○ How will you solve it?
○ How will you measure impact?

● Mini framework:
○ Get:
○ To:
○ Buy:
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Build & Launch
● Spend time honing your learnings, developing ideas, and seeking feedback from a range of

sources
● Considerations:

○ Platforms and CRMs
○ Application forms
○ Automated email journeys
○ Merchandise
○ Guidelines and CoC

● It’s much easier to change, evolve, or stop a program in the early stages. Listen to early
feedback.

● Evaluate without ego:
○ Return on investment
○ Customer response & reactions
○ Internal perceptions
○ Changing business priorities
○ Adjust to new realities

Your ability to provide value to your members hinges on your internal influence.

The how
Three common types of programs

● Super user: elevate top contributors to model successful behaviors, provide leadership, and
inspire the next generation of members

● Gamified: Build ranking and badging programs to drive behaviors and recognize top
contributors

● C2C: Customer to customer, often utilizing volunteers to scale initiatives globally

When determining metrics, write the dream state for the program that you want to tell your boss
about (what are you trying to deliver, then work back from it).
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Program incentives
Carefully review how you will motivate your members. This will be different per program based on
budget, business, and target audience

● Intrinsic: curiosity, belonging, recognition, challenge, problem-solving, emotional connection,
mastery

● (middle): Academic achievement, career success, reputation
● Extrinsic: Exclusive access, money, praise, competition, badges/points, rewards, punishment

The best incentives spark the deepest engagement are often intrinsic or scalable: recognition, giving
back, and growth.

To summarize:
● Community programs can drive high impact for a specific section of your community
● Ensure you deeply understand your business goals and member needs before designing
● Start small, and get internal buy in
● Carefully consider incentives, metrics, and scalability
● Evolve, iterate, and improve
● Have fun!

@mindeedly
mindy.day@gmail.com
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Wearing Fewer Hats: How Clearly Defining What Your
Community Team Does and Doesn’t Do Sets You Up For Success
- Willa Tellekson-Flash
Your work should be in service to your community, not in service to other teams.

Community teams sit at the heart of organizations.
● Community doesn’t need a seat at the table, it is the table. It’s the reason there are

stakeholders.
● Within your organization, you represent your community. Your ability to articulate the likes,

dislikes, needs, and reactions of your community allows other teams to work smarter.
● Within your community, you have earned trust. Your ability to guide your community through

changes often fosters open-mindedness and reduces points of friction.

The most valuable work creates value for your community and your organization.
● Rooting your work in the purpose of your community and the goals of your business creates

focus and direction.
● Keep in mind:

○ The why of your community
○ The biggest wins you’ve seen in your community
○ The KPIs that matter most to your company
○ Team resources and dependencies

Define, Clarify, and Communicate your team’s focus.
● Know what you do but also what you DON’T do
● Having a clear team mission statement or north star aligns your team toward a unified focus

and level sets other team’s understanding of how to work with you.
● Think about the types of work your team frequently gets pulled into. Can you create a clear

distinction between the two?
● Create clear distinctions by clarifying:

○ Purpose of work
○ DRIs across teams
○ Where there is and isn’t room for crossover

● Examples:
○ Focused on: community content, comms around community-value events, collecting

insights, etc.
○ No longer prioritized: amplifying marketing campaigns or product announcements,

individualized customer support, owning moderation and community safety,
generalized community engagement

Exercise: Audit your team’s roles and responsibilities
● What tasks, activities, or projects are currently taking up the largest amount of your team’s

time?
● Which of these tasks, activities, or projects directly support the north star that you defined?
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● Which of these things are in support of different teams’ focuses?
○ Is there another team or individual that could own the things in this category?
○ If not, is it business critical that this thing continue?

Setting boundaries is an act of respect.
● Once you’ve defined what work your team prioritizes and what work your team does not

prioritize, it is your responsibility to uphold these priorities. (This is in the best interest of your
community!)

● You don’t just need to say “no;” you can redirect.
● Tips & tricks to set yourself up for success.

○ Document your team’s north star and priorities in a publicly-visible location; this
creates a standard resource when responding to requests.

○ Document DRIs to minimize confusion around who to go to for what (don’t just say “we
don’t do that;” help people locate who does)

○ Say no by giving context and redirecting. “That’s a great idea. Our members would
love that. My team’s focus is on X, but so-and-so can help you with that by….”

○ If you need to make exceptions, communicate standard boundaries and set
expectations for future collaboration. “I am happy to help this time. In the future, it
would be helpful if you could give me X days notice,” etc.

Sometimes you have to narrow your focus to broaden your impact.
● We often feel most valuable when we say yes to a lot of different things. But saying “no” or

“not right now” allows focus on greater quality and impact that will serve the community
better.

@willactf
willa@public.com
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How to Create Memorable Community Events

What makes an event memorable?
● Different for different people.
● Something tangible and thoughtful helps cement memories. How can you infuse that into an

event end-to-end?
● Thoughtfulness in details; giving someone agency in how they can create space for

themselves to be who they are in context with others. E.g., color-coded nametags to indicate
comfort with physical contact/proximity.

● Appropriate and unique icebreakers. E.g., questions printed on napkins.
● Creating opportunities for attendees to stay involved and cared for through feedback

opportunities.
● How can you engage as many of your attendees’ senses as possible?
● Pre-event surveys to learn more about what attendees want from the event. (Don’t just send a

reactive post-event survey to learn what could have been better.)

Tools and approach to make a memorable experience:
● Consider not recording an event in order to help people feel they can be candid (especially if

the topic could be sensitive or controversial)
● Self-care can also be community care. Doing something for your community (not even

necessarily IN the community) consistently/daily creates something memorable for them.
Just like the little things we can do to care for ourselves.

● Acronym for in-person events: FILLS
○ Format: (What does the event look/feel like? What are the components?)
○ Intention: (Why are we doing this?
○ Love: People can feel when you want something from them. But they can also

understand the energy of when you want something for them.
○ Listen: Delegate the administrative tasks so you can be fully present for attendees
○ Slow down: Walk through the entire experience of an attendee minute-by-minute.

Preemptively see things through their eyes (again, consider their senses). It’s hard to
physically create something you’re proud of without mentally picturing it first.

● Make sure everyone is greeted individually when they arrive and acknowledged when they
leave.. (Time and energy are often the rarest thing someone can give, so giving that to your
attendees is valuable.)

● A great event is a form of story. The pre-event walkthrough is a storyboarding exercise that
allows you to see what might be missing in the story. Discover what you forgot to be
thoughtful about.

● Be empathetic.
● We don’t always remember thoughts, but we remember how people made us feel.
● Be an attendee to lots of events, and keep the parts you like when you do your own events.
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